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The topic of this thesis is the Sang-ci system in Han Dynasty. In short, the 
so-called Sang-ci is an system that the state supplies the families of the deceased with 
some property. It is part of Zhu-sang ceremony. It is also the highest Zhu-sang 
behavior. It is a measure to incarnates the dignity of the deceased and placates the 
family members of the deceased. In terms of the Sang-ci system in Han Dynasty, the 
givers are the emperor and his dynasty government; the grantees are the gone 
bureaucrats and nobles, soldiers, civilians and their family members; the largess 
include money, piece goods, clothes and quilts, carriages and horses, the Han, the 
Zeng, sacrifices, coffins, Yu-yi, Bian-fang, Huang-chang-ti-cou，seals and their silk 
ribbons, burial-ground. The givers’ elementary purpose is to provide the deceased 
with something and do their family members a favor. And the deep purpose is to stick 
up for the centralization of power in authoritarian political system. Concerning the 
Sang-ci system in Han Dynasty, this thesis is divided into five chapters. 
Chapter 1 is introduction. In this chapter, I will illuminate the origin of the topic 
and its research significance. There are two tasks. One is to retrospect the previous 
research, so as to pinpoint my research emphases. The other is to introduce the 
research methods and research thinking. 
Chapter 2 is the survey of the Sang-ci system in Han Dynasty. In this chapter, 
based on putting forward the concept of Zhu-sang, I will combine the facts of Sang-ci 
in Dong-zhou Dynasty and Han Dynasty, so as to make the system category which 
Sang-ci belongs to clear. Next, I will describe the manifestations of the Sang-ci 
system in Han Dynasty by dividing it into four factors which are the givers, the 
grantees, the largess and givers’ purposes. 
Chapter 3 and 4 are the main body of this thesis. They are about the type analysis 
of the Sang-ci in Han Dynasty. Owing to the status of bureaucrats and nobles, soldiers, 















of three types which are the Sang-ci for bureaucrats and nobles, the Sang-ci for 
soldiers, the Sang-ci for civilians . I will concentrate on the background, procedure of 
Sang-ci and the categories of the largess. In addition, I will take advantage of 
unearthed documents to verify some issues of the Sang-ci system in Han Dynasty in 
detail. 
Chapter 5 is the system efficiency of the Sang-ci in Han Dynasty. In this chapter, 
I point out that the Sang-ci system in Han Dynasty played allround roles and 
contained extensive significance due to the differentiation of bureaucrats and nobles, 
soldiers, civilians. I also emphasize that the dynasts in Han Dynasty consciously 
utilized the difference in the three Sang-ci types to build orders and safeguard reign.  
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② 古汉语里的“丧”字，有 sāng 和 sàng 两个读音。关于“丧”、“赐”二字的含义，在《王力古汉语字典》
中，“丧”有死亡（引申为哀悼死者的礼仪，读 sāng 时）和失去（读 sàng 时）之义。同书中，“赐”有
赐予，上予下（引申为赐予的财物或恩惠）；敬词；穷尽之义。见王力主编：《王力古汉语字典》，中华
书局 2000 年版，第 124、1334 页。在《古汉语常用字字典》中，“丧”则有死亡（引申为死人的事情）；
灵柩；丧事（引申为办丧事，以上三义为读 sāng 时）；丧失，失掉；逃亡；悲伤，哀伤（以上三义为读
sàng 时）之义。同书中，“赐”有赏赐（引申为赏赐的财物）和尽之义。见原编者王力等，增订者蒋绍
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